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Partners in Wine
By:JON HALBERG, Gazette Staff Writer

January 31, 2002

Lifelong
friends from
coal-mining
town find
spirited
hobby in
retirement.
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Holding a jug to the light lets Tony Sottile see
whether the particles in the wine have settled.
(Gazette photo by Tom Peel)

To hear them tell it, Tony Sottile and Ed Salerno of Indiana
are following an old family tradition with their new hobby of
the past couple years: making wine in the basement.
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"Two years ago, my brother said, 'You guys ought to make
some wine,'" Sottile said. "I looked at Ed and he looked at
me, and we said, 'Let's do it!'"
The friends delight in showing off the rows of glass jugs full
of young wine maturing in Salerno's basement.
Though it's still weeks away from being ready to bottle, the
men say this season's vintage looks as if it will be another
good one for Tony's Vino and Casa da Salerno.
Custom-made labels for the two vintages, made by Sottile's
son, a graphic designer, honor the origins of the pair of
paisanos.
Tony's Vino features a map of Sicily on the label, showing
the city of Messina, where Sottile's ancestors came from.
Casa da Salerno shows the town of Benevento, on the
Italian mainland, home to Salerno's forefathers.
A copy of the book "Winemaking for Dummies" sits on the
shelf near the 5-gallon glass jugs full of wine, but Sottile
insists the title doesn't apply to the two in their second year
producing wine.
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"We're not dummies anymore," Sottile said.
Wearing his "Got Wine?" baseball cap, Salerno held a
bottle of pinot chardonnay up to the light in his basement
wine cellar at the opposite end of the furnace.
"See? The sediment's almost gone," he said, looking
through the reddish liquid now almost clear of particles.
"One more racking and it'll be ready to bottle."
From start to finish, the winemaking process these two
follow takes a little more than six months to go from jugs of
juice to bottles of wine.
In the first step, they transfer the juice from 6-gallon plastic
jugs to the 5-gallon glass jugs, using only enough additives
to make it ferment at just the right speed.
Ninety days later - after the first racking - the fermenting
juice is siphoned into clean jugs, leaving any sediment
behind. Even more sediment is left behind when the wine
is again siphoned into clean jugs in the second racking, 60
days later.
Then, after 30 to 45 days, "if the wine looks clear enough"
they'll put it into bottles and label the finished product,
Salerno said.
"The first year, I made Burgundy, muscato, and red and
white zinfandel," Sottile said. "This year, I'm trying Chianti,
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white zinfandel," Sottile said. "This year, I'm trying Chianti,
too."
Salerno made merlot, cabernet sauvignon, chardonnay
and Burgundy last year. This year, he's also trying the
muscato, he said.
The two men, who've been neighbors nearly all their lives,
born a month apart almost 70 years ago in Sagamore,
have been friends practically since the day they were born.
"My dad and mother were friends with his parents," Sottile
said.
"When my mother was pregnant and Mrs. Salerno was
pregnant, the company doctor would go from one house to
another. We've had a very close friendship all our lives."
"Very close," agreed Salerno. "All the way through grade
school and high school, we were inseparable."
Salerno's parents were godparents for Sottile's sister, as
were Sottile's parents for Salerno's sister.
And their friendship continues into retirement, with the
twosome golfing together nearly every weekday.
"We leave the weekend for people who have to work
during the week," Salerno said with a grin.
Growing up in a coal-mining town, the sons of Italian
immigrants had to make things for themselves and find
ways to have fun.
"We'd go swimming in the summer, ice-skate in the creek in
the winter," recalled Sottile. "We couldn't afford to buy a
sled, so we made our own out of a piece of corrugated
metal."
When the two were teen-agers, Sottile said, they both had
a taste for banana splits, but the high price at a Sagamore
shop - 25 cents - irked them.
"So we hitchhiked the three miles to Plumville and bought a
whole stock of bananas to save the money," Sottile said.
Now that their tastes have matured from banana splits to
fine wine, Salerno and Sottile say they are again making a
little effort to save on goodies with their hobby.
After spending $255 on the 5-gallon "carboy" glass bottles,
air locks, hoses and other equipment - Salerno saved all
the receipts - and from $32 to $40 each for the 6-gallon
jugs of California grape juice, the partners in wine figure
the first batch cost them about $2.35 a bottle. They figure
their costs will average about $1.30 a bottle this year.
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"It's equivalent to something you'd pay $7 or $8 a bottle
for," said Salerno.
After last year's production of 300 bottles turned out well,
according to the friends and family who got most of it, the
winemaking duo is shooting for 450 bottles this year.
"It's a nice hobby," Salerno said, adding with a grin, "and
we don't have to worry about Christmas gifts anymore."
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